
Monday 11th January 2021 
 

1st Class 
 

English: 

● Spellwell week 16 ( Space out your work over the week and use the same format as 

usual) 

●  Predict what the story ‘New Year New Visitors’ could be about.( Reader pg 87)  

● Skills Book pg 61-Section A- write 3 things that you think of when you hear the title of the 

story. 

● Section B- Read the new words in purple with an adult or listen to teacher reading  and 

explaining them on See Saw.Use the pictures in your reader ( pages 87-93) and the new 

words you have read to make further predictions. Draw pictures of your predictions in the 

snow globe on page 61 of your Skills Book. 

● Reader: Read page 87- please read it 3 times to develop fluency. 

 

Maths;  

 + 8 tables 

Master Your Maths Week 16 

Planet Maths: Pg 79 Section B and C- for further explanation listen to your teacher on seesaw 

and she will show you examples. 

 In your copy, draw a picture of a house and follow these instructions to complete the picture. 

1, Draw a cat underneath the house 

2.Draw a bird on top of the house 

3. Draw a car to the left of the house 

4. Draw a fence with an open gate to the right of the house 

5. Draw a boy between the house and the car 

6. Draw a girl going through the open gate in the fence 

7. Draw a scarf around the girl’s neck. 

 

2nd Class 
 

English: 

Spellwell week 16 (Space out your work over the week and use the same format as usual) 

Story: ‘The Teachers’ Surprise’ p.117 Skills book.  What does the title make you visualise. Part 

(A) - your mindfulness journey - how have you been feeling about this whole lockdown..tick the 

boxes and write a sentence in part (B) about one of these emotions. Part ©- write about the best 

surprise you ever got and draw a picture of it. 

Reader: Read p.125 3 times to develop fluency and you can use your dictionary to look up the 

meaning of the highlighted words if you wish. 

 

Maths: 

~ -5 tables 



~ Master Your Maths week 16 - Monday 

~ Planet Maths pg 81 A,B,C (explanation on seesaw, especially for part A, skip part A if you 

have no access to seesaw) 

 

 

Both Classes: 

 

Gaeilge: Bua na Cainte. Watch the short video taken from Bua na cainte on See Saw.  There 

will be another video to watch afterwards with the translations. 

-2nd class - Lit é Linn lch 49 ‘Caitheamh Aimsire’.   

Bua na Cainte Workbook lch 43 - Bí ag léamh agus scríobh (based on the video you just 

watched) 

-1st class - Workbook p. 37 - ‘Bí ag léamh’.  Read the sentences out loud. 

                 Fuar - cold                  fliuch - wet                    scamallach- cloudy 

                 Te - hot                        tirim - dry                      gaofar - windy 

 

 

SESE:  This week we were supposed to study the famous inventor ‘Thomas Edison’ in History. I 

want you to look up Thomas Edison on your laptop and write 5 interesting sentences about him.  

I then want you to draw one of his famous inventions. You can do this into your green nature 

copy.  

 

 

Tuesday 12th January 

1st Class 
 

English: 

● Spellwell week 16 

● Reread page 87 in your reader and then continue on and read pg 88. Remember to read 

it three times.  

● Skills Book: pg 62 section A- Write a sentence about what you are wondering, thinking, 

seeing and feeling so far in this story.Eg. After the first page I’m wondering who is 

coming into the airport on a flight. 

● Skills Book -Section D- Fill in your own passport if you were lucky enough to be going 

somewhere!  

● Pease note- you can skip sections C and D for the moment. 

 

Maths: 

● +8 tables 

● Master Your Maths week 16 

● Planet Maths- Page 80  Remember all the direction words that we did yesterday.We will 

be using them again today. Complete and colour section A. Then in your copy draw a 

picture of yourself and follow the instructions in section B  



● ( Parents, please note that we call the left side from the point of view that  we are looking 

at the picture to avoid confusion.)  

 

 

2nd Class 

 
English 

Spellwell week 16 

Reread p. 125 and continue on to p.126...again, the highlighted words can be looked up in the 

dictionary. Try reading your sentences with expression when you see “” 

Skills book p.118.Part (A). Part A can be written into your Ms. Roche copies. Part B can’t be 

done today as we have not yet read this part of the story so we will leave it for later in the week. 

P.119..the first 2 boxes can be done here as these are snippets we have read. When finished 

write about your Christmas in your free writing copies. 

 

 

 

Maths: 

~ -5 tables 

~ Master Your Maths week 16, Tuesday 

~ Planet Maths pg 81 D 

 

 

Both Classes: 

 

Gaeilge: Listen back over yesterday’s videos on See Saw. 

2nd class - Lit é Linn lch 49 

 Write ‘beidh mé’ in a sentence e.g. beidh mé ag snámh amárach. I then want you to put it into 

the past tense and present tense….’Bhí mé ag snámh inné’ and ‘Tá mé ag snámh  inniu’.  Try 

writing out 3 different sentences in the past, present and future tenses. 

1st class Bí ag scríobh lch 38.  You have to read the words at the bottom of the page and write 

them into the correct sentences. 

 

SESE: Our theme in Geography this week is ‘jobs’.  I want you to write in your green copy what 

job you would like to do when you are older and why.  I then want you to write your name out 

and think of a job that starts with each letter in your name..look at the following example: 

                                          F     Farmer 

                                          I      Inspector 

                                          O    Optician 

                                          N    Nurse 

                                          A     Artist 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 13th January 

1st Class 

 

English: 

● Spellwell week 16 

● Read page 89 of your reader three times.  

● Skills Book Pg 65. We had started magic e before Christmas. Listen to an example from 

teacher on Seesaw if you wish. Remember the e is silent and magic and that the  magic 

e makes the previous vowel say it’s name rather than it’s sound.  

● Skills Book Pg:65 Complete sections A and B 

● Skills Book sections C,D and E- the wh’ sound is like the start of the word ‘ when’. 

Colour the words with the ‘ wh’ sound and guess the ‘wh’ words for the tongue twister. 

Write some question words that begin with ‘wh’. Go back over your reader and see can 

you find any magic e words or words with the ‘wh’ sound. 

 

Maths: 

● +8 tables 

● Master Your Maths Week 16 

● Planet Maths - Pg 81-Section A 

● Section B- This is revision of your doubles- add the sums in your head and join them to 

the correct balloon. Colour in the balloons using the same colour as the sum they are 

linked to. 

● Section C- complete 

● Section D- complete- remember these sums are mixed up so the boxes for the answer 

are in different places. Please go to seesaw to listen to your teacher explaining how 

to do these sums. 

● If time allows, in your copy, write out all your doubles with answers from 1+1 up to 12 

+12 

 

 

 

2nd Class 
 

English:  

Spellwell week 16 

Read back over p.126 and continue onto p.127..again read with expression. Skills book 

p.121.Say the ‘ei’ sound out loud and then pronounce each of the ‘ei’ words in part (A). 



Continue to part (B) by filling in the blanks using the correct ‘ei’ word. Part C - read each word 

with a focus on ‘o’ as you read it. Part D - ring the correct word. 

 

Maths: 

~ -5 tables 

~ Master Your Maths week 16, Wednesday 

~ Planet Maths pg 82 A&B (in B part 2 just fill in the 100 square) 

 

Both Classes: 
 

Gaeilge:  Look at the new video from Bua na Cainte on See Saw.  There will be a second video 

with the translations. 

2nd class  Lit é Linn lch 49.  Dean an crosfhocal lch 44 (Bua na Cainte) 

1st class Feicim le mo Shuílín lch 39. Write the sentences. 

 

SESE: 

Collect a variety of objects that require them to be pushed or pulled to work. Eg, Toy cars, pram, 

clothes peg, pull along toy, hula hoop, lego pieces, rolling pin etc. Play with the objects and 

discover how they work by pushing or pulling or maybe by both. Find your own things that push 

or pull. Some things can push and pull to move .In your nature copy, draw and label some 

things that need a push to work, a pull to work and some things that need a push and pull to 

work.  

Example- 

Needs a push to move Needs a pull to move Needs a push or pull 

Could be a wheelbarrow- 
draw or write 

Could be  Kite- draw or write Could be a shopping trolley- 
draw or write 

  

You should be able to do this on your own, have a look at all your toys, especially ones that you 

got from Santa, I’m sure lots of them have push and pull functions. Keep your copy lovely and 

neat with your best handwriting and colour your pictures if you can. 

 

 

Thursday 14th  January 
1st Class 

 

English: 

● Spellwell week 16 

● Reader pg 90 three times. 

● Read these 5 magic e words and write them into sentences in your copy. 

● Huge, rule, cute, tube and  rude. Can you think of two other magic e words yourself and 

put them into sentences. Remember to rule your copy, put up your date and number 

your work. 



 

Maths: 

● +8 tables 

● Master Your Maths week 16: 

● Planet Maths- page 82 Listen to your teacher explain about near doubles on seesaw 

● Section A and B - complete 

 

 

 

 

2nd Class 

 

English: Spellwell week 16 

Read back over p.127 and move onto p.128. Again, you can look up the highlighted words in 

your dictionary. Skills book p. 122  - other words for ‘happy’, ‘nice’ and ‘bad’. Match the words 

that you could use instead of these overused words. Get out your Ms. Roche copies pick 5 of 

the highlighted words we had in our reading so far this week and put them into sentences. 

 

Maths: 

~ -5 tables 

~ Master Your Maths week 16, Thursday 

~ Planet Maths pg 82 C 

 

 

 

 

Both Classes: 

 

Gaeilge:Watch the Bua na Cainte videos again from yesterday. 

2nd class - Lit é Linn lch 49. 

Finish off p. 44 - tóirfhocal.  I also want you to scríobh ‘An Nuacht’ - do this into your copies.  

You can look back over the Nuacht we have done in our copies and in the books for ideas. 

Draw a picture afterwards of your news. 

1st class : I want you to write 5 sentences in your copies for ‘An Nuacht’.  We have done this a 

number of times in both our books and copies. E.g. Inniu an…  Inné an… Amárach an...Tá an lá 

(scamallach, fuar, gaofar,....). Chonaic mé….ar maidin (bus, carr, madra…) You can draw a 

picture of your news after. 

 

Art: 

Sticking with our theme ‘An Geimhreadh’ as gaelige, I want you to create a snowman.  You can 

draw a snowman (you could try the youtube videos where you learn how to draw -like the one 

we used in class to draw the reindeer), you could make a collage of a snowman using pieces of 

paper and glueing them down, you could paint one if you have paints at home, you could even 



make one outside if we still have snow after the week!..you create your own one whatever way 

you like. 

 

 

Friday 15th January 

 

1st Class 

 

English: 

● Get your parents or older brother or sister to give you a little spelling test in your copy 

and see how you get on- try 10 words 

● Revise reading pages 89-90 

● Skills Book- pg 66 

● Look at what adjectives mean. They always describe words. Eg. The house was warm 

because the heating was on. The word ‘warm’ describes the house.  

● The water was cold.. The word describes the water. Warm and cold are adjectives. 

● Complete sections A, B and C of your skills book. 

  

 

Maths: 

● Complete test week 16 in your Master your Maths- try to do it by yourself and see how 

you get on.  

●  Game- Write out all your doubles sums from 1+1 to 12+12 on separate pieces of paper- 

do not write in the answers. Then on separate pieces of paper write down all the 

answers for the doubles sums. Mix them all up and put them face up on the table. Can 

you put the answers with the sums. Practice this a few times aiming to complete the task 

faster each time. 

 

2nd Class  

 

English: 

Get your parents or older brother or sister to give you a little spelling test in your copy and see 

how you get on- try 10 words   Read back over the pages we have done this week. We are not 

moving onto a new page today.  Our writing focus in Narrative writing. Narrative writing needs to 

have a beginning, middle and ending. It should have a catchy title that makes you want to find 

out what the story is about. I want you to write your own short narrative story - it can be about 

anything. Try to use other words instead of ‘happy, nice and bad’ (remember the page from 

yesterday). Don’t forget your punctuation and nice neat handwriting. 

 

Maths: 

~ Complete test week 16 in your Master your Maths- try to do it by yourself and see how you get 

on.  

~ Ask your parent or older brother or sister to test you on your -5 tables  



~ online maths game available through see-saw 

 

 

Both Classes: 
Gaeilge:Watch video on see saw with the ‘rainn’ (rhyme) ‘Sciorr an Mhuc’ (The pig skidded).  I 

will have a second video up with the translations. Say it with the video 3 times and then try say it 

by yourself.    

2nd class - get somebody to give you your spelling test. 

SESE: PE...this week I want you to choose one of the ‘10at10 videos’ online and try do the 

10minute workout by yourself. 


